Protective Instincts

When an old enemy and old grudges draw close, vampires Daniel Valente and Ryunosuke
Kimura must let their protective instincts guide them if theyre to spend their eternal lives
together. Daniel Valente and Ryunosuke Kimura knew each other for centuries, and when
Daniel saw the love Ryu had for him and how it had endured for lifetimes, their lives became
forever entwined. In recognizing that love, the two vampires became eternal partners, those
with a bond deep and unbreakable. Theyre living in peace and happiness, until a call comes
inviting Ryunosuke to interview for the Tribunal, the ruling body of vampire society. Both
Daniel and Ryu know everything is about to change. Danger will come with the position and
the greatest threat may be from one of the Tribunal members. Daniel and Ryunosukes
protective instincts are strong, their love even stronger, but when old grudges demand
retribution, will those instincts be enough to keep each other safe?
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